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1 - AT SONICS HOUSE !!!

AT SONICS HOUSE 

*Knuckles and Sonic are playing Xbox games* 

*Tails, Tikal and Amy are playing monopoly*

* Shadow and Rouge are arguing about something*

Knuckles: dam you killed me again

Sonic: *shrugs* not my fault the jump and attack button is the same

Amy: hey will you two quiet down I need to get a six here im in jail for the 7th time

Rouge : im telling you in the old sonic movie knuckles wears 

sunglasses !!

Shadow : he wears contact lenses and you know it

Rouge: oh now you're jus being stupid

Shadow *puts fingers in ears* I cant hear you lalalalalalalala

Rouge : OH MY GOD YOU ARE SO ANNOYING , HOW DO YOU EVEN ACT AS IF YOUR STRONG
IN ALL THE 

EPISODES YOU ARE SUCH A…..

Tails: WILL YOU JUST SHUT UP !!!!

*everyone blinks and looks at tails *

Tails: what ?

Sonic : how about we watch a movie there's nothing else to do...

Knuckles: how about we watch the ring when you watch it weird things are supposed to happen.



Amy : Sure but it might be a bit much for a 8 year old

Tails : 8 AND A HALF !!!

Sonic : I suppose if it gets too scary for him we can send him 

upstairs , tikal has seen this movie before so she can block his eyes whenever its TOO scary

Tails *grunt*

END OF EPISODE !!

 



2 - The movie

The movie has started and everyone is gathered around the TV*

Shadow: This movie isn't so scary 

*suddenly the monster jumps out and screams loudly on the screen*

Everyone : ARRRRRRRRRRR

*Tikal block tails eyes*

*Amy grabs Sonics arm*

*rouge and shadow grab hold of each other*

Shadow and rouge : arrr get off me !!!!

*everyone laughs*

Rouge: shut up all of you !!!

Amy : *holding a pillow in her face* I don't like this movie

Tikal : don't worry Amy sonic here to protect you 

Sonic : * Gives Tikal an evil stare * Its about time tails went 

Upstairs

Tails : nooooo its nearly finished now

Sonic: well I suppose but after that straight to bed 

Tails: OK OK

*10 minutes later and the movie has finished*

Sonic : well…...that…...was ok



*knuckles falls of couch onto Tikal frozen by fear*

Tikal : ARRRRRR IT'S THE MONSTER

Amy : That was horrible *shaking*

Sonic : come on tails time for you to go upstairs

Tails : AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

*Sonic piggy backs tails up the stairs*

Tails: its too early im not going to sleep !!

Sonic : oh yes you are !!!

END OF EPISODE

 



3 - The game

*Sonic comes back downstairs*

Sonic : well its about time you all went home

Tikal : you're joking right?

Sonic : what ?

Amy : were all scared to death and you expect us all to walk home in the dark ?

Sonic: oh ? I see you're point …...hmm well why don't you all stay here for the night ive got plenty of
room 

Rouge : That's great because knuckles certainly isn't going 

anywhere tonight

Sonic: the sheets and pillows are in the cupboard so we better set the sleeping bags up 

*20 minutes later *

Rouge : How about we play a game ??

Amy : oh that will be fun !!!!

Sonic : I suppose …..

* Knuckles jumps up *

Knuckles: spin the bottle !!!

Shadow : ok that was normal 

Rouge : ok I guess we have to play that then

Knuckles : YAYYYYY !!!!!

Tikal : Sonic you go first since you let us all stay here for the night

Sonic : OK *spins bottle*



*lands on Shadow*

Shadow : oh great

Sonic : Shadow you have to….

*Tails shouts from upstairs *

Tails : SONICCCCC !!!

Sonic : go upstairs and see what's up with tails 

Shadow : but he shouted for you !!

Sonic : but I cant be bothered ^.^

Shadow : *moans and goes upstairs*

END OF EPISODE

 



5 - Creepy happenings

Amy : What kind of task was that ??

Sonic : I don't know I jus couldn't be bothered

Amy : *sighs and spins bottle*

*bottle lands on Knuckles*

Knuckles : COME ON BEST SHOT !!!

Amy : ok then , have you ever dreamt about anyone in this room?

*knuckles quickly looks at rouge then looks away*

Knuckles : maybe

*Everyone laughs *

Knuckles : SHUT UP 

Sonic : You are soooo going to get tortured knuckles

Knuckles: *Lunges for sonic and falls onto face* OUCH !!!

*everyone laughs again*

*tails and shadow shout from upstairs*

Tails and shadow : ARRRRRRRRRRRR

Amy: what is going on up there ???

Tikal : Might as well go and find out

Amy: buts its dark and creepy up there

Tikal : that's what makes it fun * evil smile *

Rouge : Tikal , you can be really scary sometimes

Sonic : come on guys get it together weve got to go up there and see whats up



Knuckles : * lags behind * on second thoughts I better stay here and make sure nobody breaks in …… 

Rouge : you're not scared are you knuckles ???

Knuckles : me scared …. Ha-ha what a laugh never bin scared in my life.

*scream from upstairs*

*knuckles dives off couch and grabs onto the nearest person which happens to be Amy*

Amy : Get off me !!!

*Sonic and Amy punch knuckles onto the floor*

Knuckles : OUCH hey sonic why did you hit me??

Sonic ; err……..  

END OF EPISODE

 

 



6 - Shadow and tails are crazy??

Sonic and the others make their way up the stairs and Amy slowly creaks open tails bedroom door.

Amy: oh my god

Sonic : what is it Amy??

Amy : come see for yourself

*sonic walks in to see shadow and tails hidden under the bed with their hand over their eyes*

Sonic : what the hell is wrong with you two ?

*both of them point to the television where the crazy frog is 

playing*

Sonic : you mean to tell me you're scared of the frog ??

* sonic turns off TV*

Shadow : No I came up here and tails had a bad dream I was 

talking to him when the TV turned on by itself

Tails *starts to cry*

*Tikal picks up tails and makes him feel better*

Tikal : it turned on by itself ??

Shadow : yer It was really weird

Sonic : lets just forget about it , come on tails back to bed

Tails : ARE YOU LOCO ?! I am not staying in here on my own

Sonic : *sigh* ok then you can come downstairs with us then

Rouge : oh but be careful shadow unless the microwave might eat you…



Shadow : shut it !!!

Amy : ha-ha !! yer or your shoes might devour your feet

*laughs*

*everyone goes downstairs and sit in front of the TV tails is 

huddled closely into sonic*

Tails : sonic , I'm scared

Sonic : oh come on tails were all here and nothing can hurt you 

isn't that right knuckles ?? Knuckles……..??

END OF EPISODE 

 



7 - Searching for Knuckles

Sonic: Where's Knuckles ??

Amy: err I think he went to the bathroom

Sonic: *sigh* i better go and see if the toilet has eaten him yet

Shadow :*evil glare*

*sonic goes back upstairs and tails is still clung onto his arm*

Tails : sonic please go back , what if it really has eaten him ??

Sonic : don't be ridiculous tails

*sonic puts tails down and slowly opens the bathroom door*

Sonic : there's no way that the toilet could………….. NO WAY 

*sonic shuts the bathroom door*

Tails : what's wrong sonic, you look worried ??

Sonic : oh nothing tails how about you go downstairs with everyone else??

Tails : no way I want to find knuckles

*tails crawls between sonic legs into the bathroom*

Tails : OH MY GOD!!!!!

*Tails sees one of knuckles shoes on the toilet seat and red hair on the floor*

Sonic : come on tails we've got to tell the others

*tails wont move*

Sonic : maybe he just didn't like those shoes and he felt like flushing them…….

Tails : he's gone isn't he ??

Sonic : we don't know that yet come on



*sonic grabs tails and runs down the stairs*

Sonic : GUYS GUYS YOU WONT BELIEVE THIS !!!

Tails : where are they ??

Sonic : I …… don't know 

*everyone jumps out from behind the couch and shouts*

Tails and sonic : ARRRRR

*laughs*

Sonic : DONT DO THAT 

Amy : oh come on sonic I was just a joke

Sonic : THIS IS SERIOUS GUYS KNUCKLES IS …….

END OF EPISODE

 



8 - All shaken up

Rouge : Right here

*knuckles come out from behind the couch with a small patch on his head and only one shoe *

Sonic : You did WHAT ??

Knuckles : Hey don't shout at me rouge made me do it, do you really think I WANTED a bald patch ??

Sonic : you scared the living daylights out of tails….

Amy : and you weren't scared at all right ??

*everyone apart from sonic and tails laughs*

Knuckles : You don't happen to have brought down my shoe have you ??

Sonic : NO we did not bring down your shoe !!!

Knuckles : *sighs , goes upstairs to get his shoe*

Tikal : you ok tails??

Tails : I suppose so ….. A bit shaken that all

*knuckles can be heard shouting from upstairs*

Sonic : oh very funny knuckles im not falling for it a second time

*sonic goes upstairs and into bathroom *

Sonic : KNUCKLES !!!

*knuckles is being dragged down the toilet*

Sonic : hang on knuckles , GUYS GET UP HERE !!!

*everyone rushes in and makes a grab for sonic who has hold of knuckles*

Sonic : Come on pull harder, we cant let him go !!!

*Tails attacks the toilet with a hammer and a wrench and it releases its grip on knuckles*



Sonic : Come on lets get out of here !!!

Knuckles : thanks guys I was nearly a sewer rat back there ….

Sonic : maybe now you wont trick us anymore

Shadow: Ok from now on nobody goes anywhere without another person and we don't go anywhere
without a light and some form of defence 

Everyone : GOT IT !!!

END OF EPISODE

 



9 - Attics scare me !!!!!

Amy : Tikal you've been really quiet are you ok ??

Tikal : just the thought of knuckles being flushed back there it makes me shiver…..

Sonic : Come on guys we need to get ready here, everyone got a torch.

Everyone : yes !!

Tails : and ive got my wrench !!!

Sonic : ok , I think most of us will be ok as long as we stick 

together 

*quiet moaning comes from the cupboard *

Amy : Wh…...what was that ?

Shadow : don't know we better check it out 

*everyone looks at shadow*

Shadow : What ?

Rouge : it was your idea so get going !!

Shadow : ARE YOU LOCO !!! I'm not going on my own !!

Sonic : oh yes you are *pushes shadow towards cupboard*

Shadow : OK OK quit pushing !!

*shadow walks towards cupboard*

Shadow : how do I get myself into these situations ???

*shadow stands in front of the cupboard and hold ear to door*

Shadow: hmm I cant hear anything 

Amy : well go inside then !!!



Shadow: ok everyone get ready 

* everyone steps back a few feet *

Shadow : thanks for the support guys !!!

*shadow slowly opens the cupboard door and peeks inside *

Shadow : its ok guys there's nothing here , must have been our imagination 

Everyone : phew 

*suddenly shadow is pulled into the cupboard*

Everyone : SHADOW !!!!

END OF EPISODE

Tails: I know were in the middle of a trauma but can I say something ??

Me: Sure why not

Tails: Hi to Sonicluva and k9puppyg!!!!!! * Tails gives big hug to both of them*

 



10 - Searching for shadow

Amy : Sonic is he really gone ??

Sonic : I ….. I'm not sure

Knuckles : well lets go see !!!

Rouge : well look who's starting to grow a spine

Knuckles : im not as cowardly as you think

* shadows voice runs through the house *

Shadow : GUYS HELP ME I CANT GET OUT OF HERE !!!

* knuckles dives behind couch *

Knuckles : on second thought its usually Sonics job to do any rescue work !!!

Sonic: thanks a bunch knuckles

Amy : well come on you guys we got to rescue shadow 

Rouge : do we really want him back ??

Sonic : GUYS it doesn't matter he could be in real danger 

Shadow : GUYS I THINK IM IN REAL DANGER !!!

Sonic : SEE ^.^

* sonic and the others run towards the cupboard *

Sonic : * shining torch into cupboard * he's …...gone !!

Knuckles : maybe he disintegrated

Sonic : that's just stupid !!!

Knuckles : well its possible , did you think it was possible for a toilet to be dangerous until you saw me
becoming a living, breathing toilet brush !!!!



Amy : GUYS this isn't the time to fight

Sonic: guess you're right , tails can you take me to the ceiling ??

Tails : err….. Im …

Sonic : come on tails you can do this !!

Everyone : yer come on tails

Tails : ok then …. Ill try

Sonic : Great

*Tails grabs sonic and fly's to the ceiling while sonic inspects the top*

Sonic : Guys?? ……… the Attic door is open…….

END OF EPISODE 

 

 

 



11 - Inside th Attic

Tails : OK I draw the line at attics there dark and creepy and full of spiders !!!

Amy : spiders?? 

Sonic : FINE …. Ill just go on my own then

Amy : SONIC !!! What if you get attacked 

Sonic: Shadow helped us once , about time we helped him

Knuckles : BOO YA !! That's what I like to hear

Sonic : so you're coming ??

Tails : If you get eaten we might as well all be dead anyway 

Sonic: ok come on then 

*everyone clambers into the attic and shine their torches around the creepy room *

Tikal : this place looks like a dungeon 

* shadow can be seen in the corner his head in his hands *

Knuckles : shadow you're ok ??

* Shadow dives onto knuckles and begins to shout *

Shadow : HOW LONG WERE YOU GOING TO LEAVE ME UP HERE , I NEARLY HAD A PANIC
ATTACK !!!

Amy : He's gone loco ( love that word ) :)

Shadow : I HAVE NOT * dives for Amy and sonic kicks him out of her way*

Sonic : SHADOW SNAP OUT OF IT MAN !!!!

Shadow : * freezes and stared behind the group * G…...guys 

Sonic : what's up Shadow ?? you look like you've seen a ghost



*shadow points and faints *

* the group looks behind to see two red eyes staring at them *

Everyone : ARRRRRRRRR

* knuckles grabs shadow and everyone falls down the attic hatch and runs for Sonics bedroom*

Sonic : what was that ??

Tikal : not sure but whatever it was it knocked shadow out cold

Rouge : maybe it's a ghost …….sonic your house is possessed

Sonic: Don't be ridiculous there's no such thing as ghosts

END OF EPISODE 

 



12 - Monster?? Ghost?? Spirit??

Tails : So who turned on the TV ?? who tried to flush knuckles down the toilet ?? , who pulled shadow
into the attic…..???

Sonic : OKOK I see you're point

Amy : did you see those eyes ??

Knuckles : Creeeeee-py

Rouge : I hope the Ghostbusters are still in business

Sonic : calm down everyone im sure there's an explanation for all this !!

Tails : YER LIKE A GHOST, SOMEONE CALL AN 

EXORCIST !

* Tails and Sonic are yelling at each other , Rouge, Tikal and Amy are trying to call the Ghostbusters ,
Shadow is out cold and 

Knuckles is yelling at himself *

Me : HEY WILL YOU LOT QUIET DOWN !!!!

* everyone freezes *

Amy : we cant we've got a crisis here were all going to get eaten !!

Knuckles : QUIET YOU !!!

* Sonic_11200 disappears though a vortex *

Sonic : look if we don't calm down we probably WILL get eaten we've got to find out what this thing is !!

Rouge : you're the hero you tell us 

Sonic : I need the answers to two questions , what is it ?? And how do I get rid of it ??

Amy : hmmm Tikal you're an expert when it comes to spirits , what is it ??

Tikal : How should I know ive never actually FOUGHT one before



Sonic : hmm how do you get rid of a ghost ??

Amy : ghosts are creepy wed better check it out before we know what to do….

Sonic : well we cant leave shadow here on his own, so the girls can stay here with him….

Amy : oh no you don't !! were coming too

END OF EPISODE 

Sonic_11200: Lol what are they going to do now ?? *Goes to put 

bandages on after tikalxxx134 attacked him*

Ouch lol ^.^

 

 



13 - Split up......

Tails : ill stay here, im not going down there !!!

Knuckles : count me out too

Sonic : great…..that means im stuck with girls

Rouge : Might be better if we split up then we will find it faster… I GOT DIBS ON TIKAL !!!

Sonic : So that means ive got Amy *asks excitedly* oh I mean, oh grteat ive got amy….

Tikal : ?? sure does ^.^

Sonic : *sigh* come on then we better get going 

Rouge : we will take the upstairs you search the kitchen and living room 

Sonic and Amy : right

* the two groups split up and Sonic and Amy find themselves in the living room *

Amy : do you think its still in the attic ??

Sonic : its looking for us all the time , im not sure if were hunting it or its hunting us.

Amy: check the kitchen first 

Sonic : are you loco ?? What if it brings all the knifes to life then what will happen ???

Amy : oh…..good idea 

Sonic : there's got to be something here that we've missed

* TV turns on and the frog comes on again *

Sonic : whoever or whatever this thing is it sure likes that stupid frog thing

Amy : WAIT A MINUTE …. I KNOW WHO IT IS !!!!

Sonic : sssshhh !!! who…. Who is it then ??

Amy : its….



* Ghost moves out from the kitchen door and screams and Amy faints *

Sonic : AMY …. * sonic grabs Amy and runs upstairs , he bursts into the bedroom*

Everyone : WHAT HAPPENED ???

END OF EPISODE 

 



14 - Close to a kiss ??

* Amy gets put on the bed *

Knuckles : Sonic …. What happened ??!!

Sonic : we went downstairs and the TV went on again with the SAME thing that was on in tails room.

Rouge : sure is fond of the frog huh??

Sonic : that's what I said , then Amy said she knew who the ghost was and then she fainted at the sight
of it….

Tails : she knew who it was ???

Sonic : that's what she said , we've got to get her up so she can tell us what's going on !!!

* they try everything , water over her head , shaking her, hitting her and even waking her up gently but
nothing worked *

Knuckles : maybe its like sleeping beauty ..….. and she needs true loves first kiss ….

* everyone looks at sonic and he backs off *

Sonic : *blushes* what!!!! …… I …..

Rouge : oh come on sonic …..

Sonic : You……. cant make me !!!

Rouge : Oh really (everyone grabs sonic )

* suddenly the ghost comes into the room and screams *

Everyone : ARRRRRRRRR !!!!

* everyone faints except tails *

* tails swings his torch at the ghost *

Tails : im…...im not scared of you !!!!



* the ghost gives tails a strange but creepy look *

Tails : wake my friends up you big bully !!!!

* tails thinks hard *

Tails : hmmm…. The frog …the attic …..i….

I KNOW WHO YOU ARE …….!!!! 

CREAM !! ……COME OUT RIGHT NOW….

* cream steps out from behind the door *

Cream : how did you know it was me tails ???

END OF EPISODE

 



15 - End to a horror story

* everyone gets up *

Amy : cream

Everyone else : cream??

Amy : I knew it was her … she loves the crazy frog but that doesn't explain the red eyes and the ghost …..

Sonic : yer how did you do that ??

Cream : The red eyes were just red bicycle reflectors when you shined your torches on them they
glowed ….

Sonic : well what about the TV 

Cream : I used the remote 

Shadow : and me being dragged into the attic ??

Cream : I used a rope ….

Sonic : but why did you do it cream ??

Cream : I knew you were watching a scary movie so I thought it would be fun ….

Knuckles : BUT …. HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN ME BEING FLUSHED DOWN THE TOILET ???

Cream : oh …. I never planned that one knuckles , 

you're just stupid ^.^

Knuckles : ………….. : (

* everyone laughs *

Tikal : don't ever scare us like that again cream

Rouge : we got tricked by a little 6 year old 

* everyone laughs * 



Sonic : come on lets go downstairs !!!

* everyone goes downstairs and the crazy frog is still playing*

* knuckles throws his shoe at the TV and it breaks *

Knuckles : I HATE THAT GOD DAM FROG !!! 

* everyone laughs *

Sonic : HEY MY TV !!!

END
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